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This is the special crafted blend from the house of
Assam Cup. This Tea is a unique blend of hand picked
teas made from second flush, 'two leaf and a bud',
which gives a lively full bodied brisk cup with lingering
floral taste . With some milk and sugar, this makes the
ideal cup who want to rediscover the taste of Assam
Tea of British era.
Price: ₹160.00
Categories: Black Tea, CTC, Special
Tags: Black Tea, CTC, Hostea
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This is another special tea with a unique blend of hand
picked second flush smaller Broken Orange Pekoe from
hilly range of Upper-Assam . A lively and brisk cup with
classic taste of malt. With some milk and sugar, this
makes the ideal cup of indulgence, whenever the
mood suits you for having a classic Assam flavour.
Price: ₹150.00
Categories: Black Tea, CTC, Special
Tags: Black Tea, Hostea, Red Tea, without milk
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Golden Tippy
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea
buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which
when brewed gives a soothing fragrance and a light
floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes
creamy toward the end making you want to get
another cup full.
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Price: ₹400.00
Categories: leaf, Orthodox, Special
Tags: Hostea
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White Tea
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea
buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which
when brewed gives a soothing fragrance and a light
floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes
creamy toward the end making you want to get
another cup full.
Price: ₹700.00
Categories: Orthodox, Special, White tea
Tags: Green Tea, Hostea
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Virgin Blossom
Hostea Virgin Blossom Tea is hand-crafted from tea
flower which comes from the youngest tea leaves and
is the least processed. It’s neither rolled nor oxidized,
so it is tea in its purest, most “whole” form, with all of
the healthful benefits intact.
Price: ₹700.00
Categories: Green Tea, Special
Tags: Green Tea, Hostea
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